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Abstract. Heart in the human body is a muscular organ that pumps blood to
the different organs. However, there are some studies that advocate for some
additional functionality of the human heart. Our long term goal is to visualize this
extra ordinary role of the human heart through computer technology. In this article
we present our initial study about the different views from ancient philosophers
to modern scientists that believed hearts role beyond the pumping machine. We
believe that this initial study will also be interesting for research community of the
social science field.
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1. Introduction. In different cultures in the history, heart has been considered as the basis of
sensation, emotions, excitement and intelligence. In modern era heart has been considering as the
king of body which supply blood to different organs. Similarly people used to sense the feeling
of love and other affecting states in the heart region. However such roles are emphasized by the
scientists in the past with the brain in the head. Recent studies [1, 2] shows that the heart be
in touch with the brain in information processing, emotion, perception and physical condition. In
this article we review those viewpoints that advocate hearts role beyond the pumping machine.
2. Views about heart: From ancient to modern philosophers. The study of heart has
been remained the field of interest for the philosophers and scientists of ancient period as well as
scientists and philosophers of medieval and modern age.
2.1. The views of ancient philosophers about heart. Heart has been discussed by different
ancient philosophers. Here we give a summary of different school of thoughts about the nature of
heart.
2.1.1. Aristotle. Aristotle was born in 384 BCE. He was known as a philosopher but he was a
natural scientist of ancient times and one of the well known biologists of all the times. The
most extremely scientific work of Aristotle is related to the field which is now called neuroscience.
He thoroughly disagreed with the central role of the brain in consciousness and movement and
characterized this role to the heart [3]. Before Aristotle, Greek philosophers-scientists views were
different about brain. According to Aristotle, brain is not a place of sensation, pain, pleasure but
it is the region of the heart. Following are some of the argument of Aristotle in favor of heart and
against brain for some features. Those features are:
• Heart is considered for sensation because all animals have organs like heart where only
vertebrate and cephalopods have brain and yet other animals have sensation.
• Blood originated from the heart which is mandatory for sensation where brain is bloodless
lead to without sensation.
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• Heart is warm in nature having the characteristic of life and brain is cold nature that tempers
the emotion and furiousness of the heart.
• Heart is created first in the body where brain is formed next. Heart stops working last when
the body expires.
• Heart is connected with all the sensing parts and muscles of the body, through the blood
vessels where brain is not connected to sense organs.
• Heart is located at a central place which is a fitting place for their unique functionality
whereas the brain is not so.
Aristotle is contrasting the claims of brain supremacy over heart, that those of Alcmaeon, Hippocrates, Plato and argues that the insufficiency of fleshy tissues around the brain is in order for
consciousness but Aristotle provide the reason that the fleshlessness is for cooling purpose of brain
and the backside of the head is also fleshless, but it is empty from sensory organs. Heart and brain
together form a unit for controlling the body, that is, heart is warm, and brain tempers the heat
and incense of heart [30].
2.1.2. Alcmaeon. He was the first one who considered that brain is the site of sensation, consciousness and cognition [5]. His most theories discuss in details about the sense that is particularly on
vision. He describes optic nerves that they are located together at the back of the forehead for
the reason that both eyes synchronize with each others. He says that the psyche which is soul
and mind made from the lightest, rounded and fastest moving atoms. These atoms are spread
with other atoms all over the body and there are several that contain in the brain. Similarly, little
cruder atoms are founded in the heart that makes it the core of emotions where some cruder atoms
are positioned in the liver which is the place of desire, lust and appetite. However, his observation
of the brain for the strong and controlling seat was not the same according to the pre-Socratic
philosopher and scientists. Blood is the way of thought where the level of intelligence related to
the formation of the blood. That is the heart was the vital organ of intelligence and a place of
mental disorder [30]. The idea about the heart related to intelligence and emotion was the same
that is in earlier cultures of Egyptian, Babylonian, Mesopotamian and Indian.
2.1.3. Rabbi Gershon ben Schlomoh. According to him, ”The brain and heart share functions so
when one is missing, the other alone continues its activities by virtue of their partnership” [52].
Both heart and brain are connected with each other for their functionality. They inform each other
from their assigned tasks and whenever one of them failed the other continues their working [30].
2.2. Islamic Philosophy (9th to 12th century AD). Heart has been mentioned many times
in the Holy Quran and Hadeeth for many reasons and purpose in different perspective. The heart
is described alive, hardened, dead or diseased [7]. The heart is concerned with the sensation,
attitudes, acquaintance, ailment, desires, faithfulness, deed and intention. Heart is the center of
human maintaining relationship with the God and governs all actions of the body. In Islamic
point of view, heart has given such functionality which some of the modern science considered
to the brain [31]. The heart is referred as either in the categories of healthy or disease one, the
diseased one is included with worst character such as distrust, hardened, hypocrisy and ignorance.
The heart disease grow with the factors such as profanity, denial of reality, divergence, offense,
dishonesty, assertiveness, laxity, dread, irritation, envy, and many others. In the Quran verses
”There has come to you a direction from your Lord and a healing for the disease in your hearts”
[6], means that only sound heart will meet with the God. In other verse it is stated that ”Beware!
There is a piece of flesh in the body, if it remains healthy the whole body becomes healthy, and
if it is diseased, the whole body becomes diseased. Beware, it is the heart” [19]. The heart gets
comfort with the remembrance of Allah referred in the Quran ”Those who believed, and whose
hearts find rest in the remembrance of Allah, verily, in the remembrance of Allah does hearts find
rest. And surly, He is worthy of it” [Holy Quran: Arad.28. So practicing of remembering of Allah,
which is a cure for all diseases of the body, heart, mind and soul. Here heart is mentioned in the
verse instead of brain. The heart which is rusted is purified and is cleaned with the recitation of
the Holy Quran. Same point has been mentioned from the Hadith reported by Abdullah bin Umar
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from the Prophet Hazrat Muhammad (S.A.W). ”The hearts get rusted as the water rusts the iron.
It was asked about the treatment. The Prophet advised them to have frequent remembrance of
death and recitation of the Holy Quran” [25] The heart in the human body is so important, but
morally it affects the entire way of living, ”Be on your guard. Surely there is a piece of meat in
human body, if this is accurate, the whole body is accurate, and if this gets flawed, the whole body
follows it. Be on your guard. This is heart”[43]. Zikir, which is etiologically derived from Arabic
word, means that the remembrance of Allah. A study has been made that heart rate variability
(HRV) is affected with emotion, mind and behavior related to the remembrance of Allah (Zikir)
[51]. The heart is referred in the Holly Quran for understanding of knowledge such as ”Do they not
then earnestly seek to understand the Quran, or are their hearts locked up by them?” [9]. Similarly
in other verse, the heart is also mentioned for the functionality as ”Nay, it is clear signs in the
hearts of those whom the knowledge has reached” [8]. In the Holy Quran, Qalb is mentioned for
some functionality related to human beings. The word Qalb means heart which is either spiritual
or corporal. From the precious verses of the Holy Quran, the heart is related with cleaning and
rusting for good deeds and hypocrisy like qualities respectively. The heart is mentioned in the
above verse for understanding if the heart is unlocked for it.
Next we present views about heart from the renowned muslim scholars.
2.2.1. Abu Ali al-Husayn ibn Sina (980 to 1037AD). He was the most significant and influential
philosopher in the pre-modern era. He contributed to the field of philosophy, mathematics, astronomy, psychology and logic. He wrote the book Al-Qanun which played major role to the area
of medicine. He places sensation, movement, and cognition in the brain, in which the controlling
role is given to the heart [55]. According to him, ” It is a part of a force which occupying the
whole body” [49]. Similarly, the heart is placed for the source of starting point of the vital power.
In regards to the heart, there is a disagreement among physician and philosopher. According to
philosophers, heart is a root of all faculties and gives the nutrition, life, nervousness, and movement
to others faculties, where the physicians distribute these faculties among the others members, that
is nutrition to the liver, vital power in the heart and mental faculties to the brain [50]. There are
mind cells in the liver, stomach and heart which regulate their activities. There is a hierarchy of
liver, stomach, heart, physical and intellectual minds which make a kingdom among us. There are
different views that the heart is a source of sensation and the soul come through the way of the
heart or it is the brain. But the brain, heart, liver and other member have a relation. The basis or
starts of all faculty members are traceable to the heart. Ibn Sina assumed the heart is the source
of psychic and emotional activities concerning the supply of blood or breath to every part of the
body including the brain. This efficiency for its importance to every cell of the members effect the
psychic states [58].
2.2.2. Abu Hamid al-Ghazali about Heart. He was born in Khorasan of Iran in 1058 A.D. He was
a great muslim intellectual, ruler, general and artist and crossed every hurdle in his effort to bring
back serious Islamic scholarship. He is considered to be a renewer of faith and awarded with the
honorific title proof of islam (hujjat tul islam). He was a famous scholastic philosopher and thinker
of the middle ages, and is known for his impact on intellectual history. According to him [27],
human beings are honored and distinct due to his knowledge that is put in their heart by the
God. In this life, knowledge is man0 s attractiveness, perfection and glory and afterlife it will be
used as equipment for what he has done in this world. This knowledge is related to man0 s heart,
not to other members. It is the heart which is the source of connection with the God and other
members of human serving as subordinates, followers and instruments. He also described that
heart is the expression of two things, one is that, that it is the flesh, pine like in shape located in
the left side of the breast [26]. It is special soft tissues having a cavity consist of dark-colored blood
which is considered as the source and origin of the soul. The second thing designated with heart is
something subtle, Godly and spiritual, which is related to corporeal heart. The connection is same
with the connection of user with their tools and qualities with qualified. This subtlety is linked with
the exact nature of a man. In man the heart point out for the activities like belief, consciousness,
spoken to, punishment, blaming and responsibility. It is related with the physical heart, and minds
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of men mystified from this connection. Ghazali has mentioned that soul associated to the heart as
a subtle quality. The basis of the soul is the hole of the physical heart [10]. The soul is reached
to every parts of the body through the arteries. The soul spreading in the body, giving out of
the lights of life and body parts capabilities resembles with the light from a lamp which is moved
around in the core of the house. In which Life is similar to the light that occurring on the walls
and the soul is like to the lamp. The dispersion and movement of the soul in the internal body
is similar to the displacement of the lamp in the parts of the house. Soul is a subtle vapor makes
from the heat of the heart. Sahl Al Tustari compared the heart to a kingdom and the breast to a
place [57]. According to him, ”The heart is the throne and the breast is the seat”. He destined
that heart is the kingdom of man for governing all conducts of human.
Special Qualities of Human Heart: Special features related to mans heart is knowledge and
will. The Knowledge is about this world, afterlife and of rational truths. Man’s heart is specially
qualified with the knowledge where will is not characterized for other animals and even not found
in the beginning of the child during his natural creation. But child get into these features after
reaching a specific stage of life where aspiration, annoyance and interior and exterior sense exist.
Inspiration and Intelligence: The cognition come to the heart in certain states in different
ways. Inspiration as the thing that comes neither in the course of attainment nor with the artifice
of evidence where Intelligence eventuates through inferences and reasoning. Inspiration is that,
the heart is inclined for the revelation in it of the highest reality where the interposition in the
heart for inspiration is lacking due to, defect in the heart, tarnish of sins and rust of the passion,
divert from the search of the reality, prejudices and unawareness. These are veiling between the
heart and the preserved tablet [10]. According to Ghazali, the word heart is either referred to the
corporal heart or spiritual heart. The spiritual heart has connection to the physical heart. The
heart is related with the Soul that is who we are, spirit that is the tool in which we love Allah,
wisdom which is that what we know and heart is a place which we know Allah. Knowledge and
intelligence place in the area of the heart. The knowledge either comes to the heart by means
of inspiration or inference, simply that it is connected with knowledge, cognition, understanding,
memorizing and wisdom. Heart is also affected with satanic temptation or avoiding it to order
their servants on the correct way. The temptation can be cut off by exercising of the remembrance
of the God. With the defect in it make interposing between heart and God. Heart has two way of
communication; that when mans body is not in sleeping which issued command to their external
soldiers, where some time the veils are removed, which covered the eyes of the heart and explore
some of what exist in the preserved tablet which some time occurs during sleep and discover what
will be happen in the future.
2.2.3. Harun Yahya. He was born in Ankara in 1956. He expresses his view about heart, and
blood0 s marvels in his book [61] that the blood is a medium of communication and as a regulator
inside the body. He says that the blood pumping is performed by electricity of the cardiac cells with
result of potassium and sodium ions which can easily be found in fluid surrounding of these cells.
The atoms consisting of these two elements regularly lose electrons having negative charge. As a
result of losing electron, this makes the atoms with extra proton or a positive charge. A continuous
positive charge builds surrounding the cell. When it reaches a specific level, the streaming abruptly
reverses and sodium ions restart entering into the cells. These abrupt changes make an electrical
current and result the contraction of the heart cell. The beating procedure appears from these
chemical changes. He says that a small knot of cells called sinus or SA located in the right
atrium, produce electrical current of their own, which then transmitted to the impulse to all
other hearts lower region, and it regulate these electrical signals. When two cells put together
with different beating rate, they immediately harmonize their rhythm through an extraordinary
mechanism. There exist a specialized area of tissues between atria and ventricle of the heart
known as Atrioventricular node(AV), that carry out the electrical signal from the atria toward the
ventricles. It delays the signal before ventricle contract, that the arteries become empty completely.
Considering these features, heart is an organ that generates its own signal of electricity and uses
it to work in a most coordinated and harmonious way. Heart accurately determines the amount
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of the current it produces. If immeasurable current passes, it will cause the result in death. Heart
contain a unique cells that continuously generate energy, synchronize the blood streaming, extend
its size and contracting, maintain their own order of working, act with the plane in intelligence
manner, analyze, and perform precautionary measures as required. During sleeping, heart pumps
blood that require to alive and when walking the heart rate increases [61]. The human beings
performing the action of communication, move about and others using their five senses through
the way of electricity produces within their bodies. These actions included cell division and heart
beat which perform by using electricity. All organs in the body run on electricity and this energy
that allows the heart to beat does not enter from exterior, but it is generated due to the contraction
of the heart. It consists of a special creation which works on contraction and expansion by reaching
the electrical current. Heart is composed of particular cells that create its own energy. The heart
starts beating as an embryo in the womb after a specific duration. It starts functioning even before
any nerves of the heart is connected to the brain. The signal that cause the heart to function is
started by the cell collection known as the SA node, and get ahead with the help of the artery
muscle to the AV node and then to the right and left chamber. This processes are maintain by
this special electrical. This function is performed by commanding our Lord, which fulfill a vital
task in our bodies. [60].
2.2.4. Zakir Naik. He was born on 18th October, 1965 in India. According to him, The word Qalb
in Arabic culture and language means heart as well intelligence. , He quotes the verse of Holy
Quran with translation that, ”As to those who reject Faith it is the same to them whether though
warn them or do not warn them; they will not believe. Allah hath set a seal on their hearts and
on their hearing and on their eyes is a veil great is the penalty they incur”. [Al-Quran 2:6-7]. The
Arabic word Qalb (heart) used in these Quranic verses means the heart and intelligence. Thus
the seal on the heart which referred in the above verses concerned for sealing on the intelligence
of the unbelievers and they will not know and unable to distinguish the evil and divine. In the
Arabic language heart is also mentioned related to understanding, thoughts, love and emotion. In
the Arab, no one were confused about sealing the heart mentioned in the Holy Quran that Allah
has sealed the hearts of the unbelievers. They know about the context of the heart which referred
for the center of thought, understanding and emotions [42].
In the Islamic view the Heart is given a central role play to maintain physical and spiritual
activities of the body. In the holy Quran, different characteristics like wisdom, intelligence, disease,
thinking and many others are related to the heart. This represent that heart has their unique role
in the human body except for considering only to a pumping machine.
2.3. Modern Scientific Views about Heart. The views of the modern philosophers about the
heart0 s role are divided. Some assigns the central role to the heart while other assigns this role
to the brain. In some studies it is argued that many of the functionality like sensation, emotion,
intuition, thinking, information processing and coherence are related to the brain [1] while other
studies argue that the important characteristic like thinking power, processing and many others
capabilities are not restricted to brain [13, 12]. There are views that heart contains neurons which
provide the ability for thinking, sensing and maintaining its operations. So heart has not only
intracardiac system but also communicates with brain for different activities. The heart generated
field of energy is much greater than the brain through which it coherence with internal and external
environment [40, 16]. Here we present some of the important thoughts about heart and its extra
ordinary role in the human body.
2.3.1. Heart and Sensation or Emotions. In the study of the physiological and psychological effect
on compassion and anger [46], a connection between heart and emotions has been discussed. It
is argued that the changes in emotion are concerned with the changes in heart beating, blood
pressure, digestion and respiration. The sympathetic division of the autonomic nervous system
and parasympathetic component energizes and cools us down respectively. In this perspective, it
was assumed that the autonomic nervous system and the physiological responses moved together
in coherence with the brain0 s reaction to a given motivation. With every heart beat the heart
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send to the brain and all over the body a complex patterns of neurological, pressure, hormonal
and electromagnetic information, which developed a major part of the physiological setting that
eventually determines our emotional experience [46].
2.3.2. Magnetic Field of the Heart. In the study of Rollin McCraty [34], it is discussed that emotional states are connected with the heart. Heart generates electromagnetic field which is most
powerful and extensive than the magnetic field produced by the brain [38]. It also expands in all
direction into the space surrounding the body which can be detected nearby to the individual.
Using these magnetic fields, heart communicates with the body organs. The hearts magnetic field
is 5000 times stronger than that of the brain magnetic field [38]. The heart field which can be
detected like ECG is about 60 times greater in amplitude than the field produced by the brain,
spread in each cell of the body. The heart field acts as a carrier wave for information that synchronizes the entire body [38]. Heart generate strongest magnetic field which influence with body
inner emotional states [37].
2.3.3. Interactions of Heart. In the study of Atkinson, Tomasino [36], individual interaction using
heart and brain field is discussed and it is argued that the heart of one person synchronizes with
the brain of other using heart-brain magnetic fields. In this study it is argued that electromagnetic
waves generated by one person during its conversation with the other, influences his/her brain
rhythm. Magnetic field causes an attraction or repulsion between individuals with the contribution
of energetic interaction and also affects social relationships. This energetic communication through
heart field facilitates realization of relation related to our social world [38].
2.3.4. Intuition. Heart0 s field is directly involved in intuitive awareness, through its combination
to an energetic information field [13]. The facts show that the heart and brain take in and react
to information about events. The heart gets information concerning the future exciting incentive.
The interesting phenomenon is that, the heart appears to obtain intuitive information earlier than
the brain.
2.3.5. Heart and Brain. From scientific research [48], it is shown that the consciousness in fact
comes from the brain, but from evidence that the heart acts a particular role in this procedure.
Heart and brain communicate in a manner that considerably affects how we pick out and respond
to the world. Heart is a sensory organ and refined center place for getting and processing information [1]. The heart has its own unusual logic that repeatedly diverged from the way of the
autonomic nervous system. Heart sending messages to the brain for understanding and obeying.
Neurophysiologists has discovered a neural pathway and method that heart input signal for the
brain assist in its electrical activity [33].
2.3.6. Brain in the Heart. The idea of ”heart brain” has been introduced by Armour [12]. According to this study, heart structure consist of a complex intrinsic nervous system which are suitably
sophisticated to meet the criteria as a littler brain in its own way [8]. It was first described by Dr.
J. Andrew Armour in 1991 [12]. Heart contains about 40,000 neurons that create its compound
circuitry that enables it for the functionality of sensing, regulating and remembering [11]. Heart
brain can process information and make decisions. The heart brain judge hormonal, heartbeat
and blood pressure signal, perform translation into neurological signals, and process this information. The information is send to the central brain using different pathways in the parasympathetic
nerves and spinal column. The neurological signal generated from the heart is of concerned and
extensive affect on continuing the functioning of organs like respiratory, urinary bladder, digestive
track, spleen, lymph system and skeletal muscles. These cardiovascular signals regulate efferent
automatic nervous system, modulate pain perception and hormone production, and spinal cord
excitability changes directly with the cardiac signal, as does physiological vibration of normal
skeletal structure [24]. The heart intrinsic nervous system, functions in its new host in the mean
time during its transplantation [41].
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2.3.7. Heart0 s Communication. Heart also communicates with the brain and body by secret hormones and neurotransmitters which have great influence on the body [21]. Heart was considered as
a part of hormonal system in 1983, with secreted hormones by atria of the heart playing an important role. The heart makes its effects on the kidneys, blood vessels, adrenal gland and several of
the regulatory regions in the brain. Research shows that atrial peptide posses the release of stress
hormones [54], reduces sympathetic outflow [20], perform as a part in hormonal pathways which
excite the speed of reproductive organs, interact with immune system, motivation and behavior.
The heart contains an intrinsic cardiac adrenergic cell which synthesize and release catecholamine,
neurotransmitters once considered being produced only by neurons in the brain. Recent research
[4] discovers that the heart secretes oxytocin which is known as love and social hormones. These
hormones also concerned in cognition, trust, tolerance, complex sexual and maternal behaviors,
social indication and enduring pair bonds. The oxytocin produced in the heart are in the same
range of amount as those produced in the brain. Most hormones releases by the heart which tracks
the heart rhythm.
Psycho Physiological Coherence [32]. From the studies of Rollin McCraty [59], it indicates that
when heart regular beats are coherent, the neural information communicates with the brain helping
in mental and cognitive function. This concerned for decision making, mental clarity, creativity and
inspiration. Heart coherent beating tends to facilitate the positive feeling. The production of the
coherent manner possibly direct the changes in the brains information processing proficiency that
improving performance in task such as focus, concentration and intolerance. The heart rhythm
coherence significantly influences physiological, mind, health and spiritual perception [23]. Heart
is the spiritual entry, source of intelligence, love, compassion and a sensory processing organ which
making independent decision [22]. The heart is sending information to the brain which not only
affect autonomic regulatory center but perception and emotional processing involving in the brain
center [28]. The increase of psychological and physiological coherence will increase the harmony,
synchronization, creativity and intuition which play an important role in the heart brain interaction
[56].
2.3.8. Intracardiac nervous system. The heart has a complex nervous system making a network
for interaction among their different modules. These intracardiac neurons that are sympathetic
and parasympathetic regulate heart activities [29]. These neurons located in the heart ganglia.
The intracardiac ganglia jointly with each individual ganglia form a complex network referred to
the heart brain which modulate its activities [14]. Neuron in the heart ganglia process information
from heart and central nerve system and use for regulation of heart actions. Atria and ventricle
are different in autonomous innervation cause modulation of heart activities. Different type of
neuron including postganglionic neuron, local sensory neuron and interneuron use for synthesizing
for neurotransmitters where some of them contain enzymes for biosynthesis of monoamines. Heart
modulated environment monitor by intracardiac nervous system without influencing the extracardiac neuron [15, 53]. Intrinsic cardiac system maintains heart pumping when central nerve system
stops working. The central rhythm-genesis interacts with the pacemaker structure to control heart
pumping under neural command. The heart rhythmic generator work of their own when the central
nervous system signals bring to a halt during heart transplantation.
2.3.9. Heart Coherence and Synchronization. Heart rate variability coherence (HRVC) is about the
neurocardiac activities of heart-brain interaction and autonomous nervous system. The hearts of
people in a group are synchronizing with each other through communication of energetic pathway
in heart rate variability coherence [44]. This HRVC synchronizes in the resonance frequency of
the hearts of individuals in a group for a collective coherence without spoken word. The heart
rhythm coherence has found among the participant of a group with generating an energy field [40].
The HRVC of different peoples in felt towards, comfort ability, friendliness and sense of coherence
(SOC) are about the same for those who feel comfortable with them. The peoples in social groups
are synchronizes with the heart rate, coherency and rhythm. Participant in a group for sending and
receiving to each others with same level of heart rate variability coherence. Different emotional,
mental, entrainment and internal coherence states influence by the heart rate variability (HRV)
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[59]. The heart rate variability (HRV) performs the shifting emotional state and positive emotion
which is helpful in the handling of hypertension [34]. The whole human body show coherency in
social interaction, global affairs, efficient energy utilization, consistency, correlation, oscillation and
synchronization. Our whole body is not only coherent globally with the external world but ourselves
is coherent by whole [45]. The heart rhythm is coherent with the brain in their activities and show
high heart-brain synchronization [36]. Coherence increase with positive emotion, compassion, love
and care which related to human energetic system which cannot directly be touched. Coherence
is related to the self management of energy resources in the domain of physical, emotional, mental
and spiritual
Modern thoughts explores the importance of heart other then supply of blood to the body.
From this view it represents that many functionality like sensation, desire, conscious, emotional,
decision making and information processing are related to the heart completely or partially. Heart
performs the arousing and cooling down of body by activating sympathetic and parasympathetic
component. Heart generates electromagnetic field all around for social activities, that is, this field
synchronizing with the brain generated field. Heart consisting of neurons that are considered for
thinking, sensation and remembering. There is a biochemical communication is perform between
heart and brain for synchronizing about body activities. With the coherent rhythm pattern,
heart helping brain for operation like decision making, stimulation and psychological clarity. The
neurological signal generated by the heart affect the functionality of the brain part known amygdala.
Heart controls the bodily, emotional and physiological action. During heart transplantation, the
rhythmic generator continues their activities with disconnecting from the central neural system.
The intracardiac system made from the heart neural system forming a complex network of heartbrain to modulate its activities. In a society the hearts of the peoples in a group are synchronize
and coherence in response to heart rate variability. The energy generation of the heart of one
person is also effect the other heart energy and influences the communication.
3. Conclusion. In the ancient philosophy, medieval research work and modern scientific study,
heart has been considered for its special role in the body. According to the philosophers, scientists, poets, religious thoughts and recent research study shows that the heart has a central role
rather than the brain completely. In the Islamic philosophy and religious point of view the heart
is the place for feeling, desire, sensation, deeds and intentions. According to modern scientific
view the heart performs very special tasks like communication with the body organs. It generate
electromagnetic field which is much stronger and can be detected few feet away from body. Heart
synchronizes with the brain and other body part using neurons, hormones, physical ways and electromagnetic field. The heart generated field is greater than brain field which is also so effective in
social activities. The heart field of one person can synchronize with electric field of the other person
field which enabled them to communicate without in touch. Heart has an intracardiac system for
information processing and communicating referred to functional brain. The heart neurological
signals affect amygdala which is the central part of the brain. The hearts-coherency enables heart
to regulate their functionality and help the brain in cognition, creativity and inspirations. The
electromagnetic field generated by the heart and brain of peoples cause an exchange of energy.
Similarly the people with the same sense of thoughts and coherence have also the same heart rate
variability coherence. The heart is not only a muscular pump but also perform such working which
affects the physical and mental health of human body. The heart performs these tasks of their own
and if necessary then communicates with the brain via sending messages. This information should
be obeyed by the brain for the concerned job. Heart also involved an intuition, which predict about
the future occurring without in the bound of space and time.
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